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Uniswap (UNI)
The Uniswap price is setting up a
swing low at $8 and has crashed
roughly 85% from its ATHs. The asset
tried to bring back its bullish
momentum and break the $15 level 
 a few weeks ago but the move
exhausted around $12, solidifying the
zone's role as a resistance barrier.

UNI has failed to hurdle the
accumulation zone at critical monthly
levels. If the descending support line
(highlighted in purple) is broken, it
will suggest a potential for a bottom
reversal pattern.

It's a decisive month for UNI, as a
candlestick close above the
descending ceiling will signal a
breakout and kick-start a run-up.
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Aave (AAVE) AAVE is close to reaching an offloading
zone for bulls before the downtrend
accelerates the losses. The pair needs to
defend the last support at $110-$100,
otherwise, bears will drop the price back to
the $40 historical low. Price action suggests
that a reversal is nowhere in sight, with the
daily timeframes still pointing downwards. 

For AAVEUSD to initiate a recovery and
propel a trend-altering rally, a "Bullish
Engulfing" candlestick must be printed
right above the $110 support level. Once a
rejection has occurred, a breakout of the
descending triangular formation is also a
must. A full bullish rally could only be
confirmed by the two previous technical
elements. 
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PancakeSwap (CAKE)
Pancake's supporters have been
evaluating a bullish panorama after
the coin broke the descending
support (one of the key lines of
defence) at the beginning of June.
The price has not yet reacted as
expected and the asset keeps
slipping on the daily and weekly
timeframes. 

Unless the daily timeframe rejects
the current demand level, CAKE is
definitely not in a sweet spot as price
action could keep turning negative. 

At the current time, CAKE is trading at
$7.5. The price is struggling to
recover from the oversold mark. 
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Sushi (SUSHI)
SUSHI price shows a continuation of its
bearish pattern as the asset continues to
break crucial supports.  The descending
channel warns of major lows ahead, with
targets being the $0.7-$0.6 zone.

SUSHIUSD has struggled to break the
bearish technical tunnel formed in March
2021. Bulls are close to facing the last
support structure before entering a price
discovery phase. 

The bearish momentum doesn't seem to
be decelerating on the daily timeframe,
with bears having full control of the pair.
The only confirmation for a long entry will
be the breakout of the descending
channel and a significant rejection at the
next critical zone of $0.7-$0.6. 
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